East Gym Renovation

The $13.5 million project accomplished the following:

- A renovated and expanded Fit Space (to 10,000 square-feet)
- Three renovated multipurpose rooms for group fitness classes and club practices
- Two renovated classrooms
- A new, dedicated wellness services suite
- Renovated and relocated locker rooms
- Renovated Outdoor Pursuits rental center
- Improvements to the court area including a state-of-the-art gym floor
- Consolidated administrative offices
- Upgrades to central mechanical systems (HVAC, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, etc.)
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Old main entrance

New main entrance
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Entrance area before  

Entrance area after
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Fit Space before

Fit Space after
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This is what Fit Space looked like in March, 2011
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A couple of views of the expanded Fit Space area
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Main gym before project

Main gym after project
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Pool area before

Pool area after
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The concrete bleachers were demolished to allow for expansion of Fit Space

The ceiling was removed above the pool
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Concrete bleachers

Fit Space is now above the pool
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Old multi purpose room (ground floor)

New multi purpose room (first floor)
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**Locker rooms before**

**Locker rooms after**
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Locker Room area before  

Locker Room area after
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Typical corridor before

Typical corridor after